
Locus map - Multipurpose Mobile Outdoor Navigation app https://www.locusmap.eu/

Cruiser gps - Cruiser is a map and navigation platform https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Cruiser

18 August 2023 Created by WPS Office on Windows
“Follow a gpx navigation track with the attached turn by turn instructions.”

“ Treat turn instructions as requests that you consider rather than commands you obey.”
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The gpx navigation track.

A gpx navigation track is powerfully robust and discreet, yet very simply constructed .
A navigation track is a compliant gpx 1.1 file that perfectly can be validated.

Composition as used in Cruiser.

The gpx file contains.
- Navigation track(s). At least one or several gpx (navtrk) navigation tracks.
- Track segment(s). At least one or several gpx (trkseg) track segments.
- Track section(s). At least one or several track sections between Via or Shaping points.
- Track points. The (trkpt) trackpoints form the precisely drawn path on the map.
- Navigation track points. The (navtrkpt) navigation trackpoints contain the navigation instructions.

Multiple navigation tracks. Shown in the Cruiser app after import and can be selected separately.
Multiple track segments. Cruiser generates (navtrk) navigation tracks with one (trkseg) track segment.
Multiple track sections. The expression track section is used ONLY with a (navtrk) navigation track .

This to clearly indicate the difference with a gpx (trkseg) track segment.

The (navtrkpt) navigation trackpoints contain the extra elements with the navigation instructions.

Compilation of the gpx (navtrkpt) navigation track points as is used in Cruiser and Locus .

- Latitude.
- Longitude.
- Altitude.
- Timestamp.
- name. Optional. Free text with the name of a Via or Shaping Point.
- cmt. Free text. In Cruiser and Locus is reserved for the street name.
- desc. Optional. No usage is foreseen yet except in free located waypoints.
- src. An exceptional profile like a beeline is indicated in the section target via or shaping point.
- link. Optional. Due to the current Cruiser version no practical use is foreseen yet.
- sym. Contains turn symbol and instruction. The sym instructions are Locus conform.
- type. Contains Via or Shaping point instruction. The type instructions are Cruiser conform.

More info.

- Locus Navigation

- The Locus comform navigation sym

https://forum.locusmap.eu/index.php?topic=5953.msg49519
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fi/niav72lr3td153u66axm3/Locus-3.50.1-Navigation-Commands-Icons_2p.doc?rlkey=l2zx9lzt1uw0k39snfdsub0fp&dl=0
https://www.locusmap.eu/
https://pc.wps.com/

